Luddendenfoot Academy - Curriculum Overview for Year 4 - Spring 1 and 2 Yorkshire
The Iron Man by Ted Hughes
We will be using the text to:





English


Art & Design

Write a newspaper article
based on the arrival of the
protagonist

Read, recite and perform
poetry
Write a persuasive
Dick King-Smith Author Study
argument.
 Studying various
Describe settings based on
texts by the same author.
the characterization of the
 Comparing works/similar
Iron Man
genres
Debate moral issues
 Writing biographies of the
presented in the text both
author
orally and formally
 Detailed book reviews

Fractions
 To be able to identify and
Multiplication and Division
show families of common
 To be able to multiply 2 digit and
equivalent fractions.
3 digit numbers by a 1 digit

To be able to add and
number (using formal written
subtract two fractions with
methods)
common denominators within
 To be able to divide 2 digit and 3
and beyond a whole.
digit numbers by a 1 digit
Decimals
number, including division with
 To understand and use and
remainders.
partition decimal notation
 To be able to interpret
and place value for tenths and
remainders appropriately as
hundredths.
integers.
 To recognise and use factor pairs Geometry
 To be able to visualise 3-D
and commutativity in mental
objects from 2-D drawings.
calculations.

Design & Technology

and living things





Habitats in Yorkshire and animals that live
there
 classification keys – local birdwatching
survey (RSPB)
 environmental changes to habitats in
Yorkshire including flooding in the Calder
Valley
Physics - Sound
 How sound is made and heard in humans
and animals (pitch, volume etc)
 To design and make soundproof
headphones

Textiles - Quilt making
 to design and make a patch for a quilt
representing Yorkshire.
Bug Hotel
 to design and make an Insect
habitat using natural materials.

To be able to compare and classify
geometric shapes, including squares,
rectangles and triangles based on
their properties and sizes.
 To be able to make nets of common
solids.
Measurements
 To be able to convert between units
using decimals to one place.
 To be able to measure and calculate
the perimeter of a rectilinear figure
in centimetres and metres.
 To be able to find the area of
rectilinear shapes.

Databases –
Creating a database to collate and
compare tourist attractions in Yorkshire.

Geography




Where is Yorkshire? Regions, major cities and
villages within Yorkshire.
Human features – Stoodley Pike, Walkers
Cloggs factory, Shibden Hall, Woollen Mills.
Physical features – Pennines, moors,
mountains and canals.

PSHEE
(Economic wellbeing
Exploring the value of money using the story
of the Cragg Vale Coiners.

SMSC and British Values

The Yorkshire Sculpture Park – to
look at Yorkshire artists and make
our own Iron Man sculptures.




Morality of the Cragg Vale coiners.
Crime and Punishment through History of
Yorkshire (Roman, Viking, Tudor).
Looking at democracy in the War of the Roses.

(Sex and Relationships Curriculum)
Exploring physical and emotional changes in puberty,
birth and parenting.

Physical

P4C –



Education

Gymnastics –



Internet –
Using the internet to research tourist
attractions in Yorkshire to create a
report.

Yorkshire:

Trips & Visitors

Science

Computing

Sculpture –
 Create an Iron Man model using junk modelling
in class and then natural materials at Yorkshire
Sculpture Park. (Trip to Yorkshire Sculpture Park)
Printing
 Ink printing of a Yorkshire/River scene on a piece of
cloth



Mathematics

Biology - Habitats

SPAG Coverage –
 Adverbials and fronted
adverbials
 Connectives
 Newspaper
features
 Speech and
quotations

The Yorkshire Museum – to

walk through the Roman and Viking
remains and buildings and partake in an
Invaders and Settlers workshop





Develop flexibility and control in
gymnastics
Create and perform a sequence of
movement
Evaluate and modify sequences

Should crime and punishment in
the UK remain the same? (adopt US
death penalty

RRS link Articles 37 and 40 –
Children must not be tortured, suffer or be given
the death penalty. The government must not
allow under 15’s to fight in wars.

